Individual tooth region segmentation using modified watershed algorithm with morphological characteristic.
In this paper, a new method for individual tooth segmentation was proposed. The proposed method is composed of enhancement and extraction of boundary and seed of watershed algorithm using trisection areas by morphological characteristic of teeth. The watershed algorithm is one of the conventional methods for tooth segmentation; however, the method has some problems. First, molar region detection ratio is reduced because of oral structure features that is low intensities in molar region. Second, inaccurate segmentation occurs in incisor region owing to specular reflection. To solve the problems, the trisection method using morphological characteristic was proposed, where three tooth areas are made using ratio of entire tooth to each tooth. Moreover, the enhancement is to improve the intensity of molar using the proposed method. In addition, boundary and seed of watershed are extracted using trisection areas applied other parameters each area. Finally, individual tooth segmentation was performed using extracted boundary and seed. Furthermore, the proposed method was compared with conventional methods to confirm its efficiency. As a result, the proposed method was demonstrated to have higher detection ratio, better over segmentation, and overlap segmentation than conventional methods.